Consider the cyclic group Z v acting freely on a homotopy sphere S 2n+1 . This action is a map juiZ^XS->2. We shall consider the three cases where the action is smooth, piecewise linear (PL) or topological. If we pick a generator TÇzZ p then we may say that two actions /z t :ZpXSf +1 -^Sf +1 , * = 1, 2, are equivalent actions if there is an equivalence ƒ : Si-»S 2 in the appropriate category (i.e. ƒ is diffeomorphism, PL equivalence or homeomorphism depending on whether fa are smooth, PL or topological) such that ffXi(T t x) =/x 2 (r, ƒ(#)). Now two Zp-actions (ju*, 2»), i = l, 2, are equivalent if and only if the orbit spaces S»/Z p are equivalent in the appropriate category. The equivalence is given by an orientation preserving isomorphism g:Si/Zp~>S 2 /Zp such that g*(T) = T where T is identified with the corresponding element in 7Ti(2*/Zp). Thus the problem of equivalence of Z p actions is the problem of classifying manifolds of the homotopy type of Lens spaces up to equivalence in the corresponding category.
In this note we announce a procedure for doing this when p is odd, wè2. Some related work has been done by R. Lee [3] , [4] . The result for p = 2 was previously found by Lopez de Medrano [5] and Wall [ll ] and the answer for p odd is quite analogous. One uses the theory of surgery to study the problem, and calculates as far as possible the terms arising. As usual one arrives at a complete classification in the The endproduct of the theory of "Surgery on maps" is the following exact sequence:
where e = h or s, H = 0, PL or Top depending on whether we are in the Diff, PL or Top category, S is structures in that category, 7r=xi(-X"), and L\(ir) is a covariant functor on finitely presented groups into abelian groups and Z4 +1 (7r) acts on S € (X) to make the sequence exact in the strong sense.
There is a natural relationship between this exact sequence and the representation theory of w. Starting from the complex representation ring R(ir) of w we form the "localized ring" S~lR(ir) t where SC.RM is the multiplicative set {\*|X = iV--R, k=0, 1, 2 • • • }, iVis the order of T and R is the regular representation of x. There is a commutative
when T is finite and n is odd. We now restrict attention to the case 7r=Z P and X is the orbit space of a free Z p action on a homotopy sphere. Then X is homotopy equivalent to a Lens space (but not necessarily simple homotopy equivalent to one). We now discuss the sequence (T) with (Z p 
)ois a free abelian group of rank %(p -l) and acts freely on S S (X) for any X with TTI(X) ~Z P (in each category) k^3; moreover, the image of x in RM is of rank £(p -1 ).

Here r n (7r)o = kernel (L s n (w)-*L n (0)).
The map A can be described in several different but related ways: (a) As a signature invariant generalizing the Z 2 -signature used in
[H].
(b) As a signature invariant of the type denned by Atiyah-Singer as in [7] .
(c) As an element of KO(BZ v ) using the KO theory orientation of PL bundles defined and exploited by Sullivan [lO] .
Let In particular one may show that the definition of A does not depend on the choice of homotopy equivalence. Namely,
and if there is an orientation preserving PL (topological) equivalence g\M\-tMz such that g^(T) = T (in ici(M % ) =Z P ) then A (xi) =A(x 2 ).
Theorems 1 and 2 together give one a classification theorem of sorts in each category. For the categories PL and Top, G/PL and G/Top are amenable to calculations. Namely from the work of Sullivan [lO] in the PL case, which for odd primes the work of Kirby-Siebenmann shows is equivalent to the Top case, we have: 
